Johns Manville offers one of the most comprehensive guarantees in the roofing industry. That's the advantage you can expect from a financially stable, dependable leader that has been around for over 160 years.
MORE COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR METAL ROOF

JM RHINOPLATE

New wind ratings, fewer fasteners and faster installation.

The traditional application for single-ply systems is to mechanically fasten the membrane to the purlins. JM RhinoPlate is an alternative attachment solution.

The advanced induction-welding technology of the JM RhinoPlate system results in a nonpenetrating membrane installation with enhanced wind resistance. The specially coated plates are attached directly to the purlins with JM Purlin Fasteners, and the membrane is induction-welded to the JM RhinoPlates. The JM RhinoPlate system eliminates in-lap fastening and the use of cover strips, resulting in fewer seams and reduced membrane waste.

*Products that are compatible with this system are JM PVC with Dow Elvaloy® KEE 60 mil/MIN or greater, JM PVC SD Plus 60 mil or greater and JM TPO 60 mil or greater.

JM EPDM R FIT

No extra primer needed, no seam contamination and easier installation.

JM EPDM R FIT gives you an innovative solution that eliminates field-applied tapes in the lap and reduces primer requirements. The tape-to-tape application systems makes installation less intensive and faster! Simply prime the back side of the sheet and secure the RPS using either High Load Fasteners and Plates or Polymer Batten Strip. There’s no seam contamination caused by rooftop debris or foot traffic. The result is a non-penetrating membrane installation.

If you have questions about the different Metal Retrofit systems JM offers, visit JM.com/roofing or call (800) 922-5922.